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Introduction. Martingale theory for a linearly ordered index set in a finite

measure space has been systematically discussed by Doob [4]. As convergence

theory and system theory are the two main topics in martingale theory,

Helms [6] has extended Doob's results on mean convergence to martingales

in a finite measure space, indexed by directed sets, and Krickeberg [8; 9]

extended the results of pointwise convergence and stochastic convergence to

martingales in a cr-finite measure space, indexed by directed sets. Krickeberg

uses measure algebra and lattice theoretic methods, and in [8] makes the

assumption in pointwise convergence that the martingales have some cover-

ing property, which is called Fo in his paper. Dieudonné [3] has given a

martingale which is not pointwise convergent and has non-negative, bounded

functions in a finite measure space, indexed by a countable directed set.

Therefore, some additional conditions like Krickeberg's F0 to the usual ones

seem to be necessary for pointwise convergence. However, the condition Fo

is too weak to be the only additional condition needed for pointwise con-

vergence of martingales indexed by noncountable directed sets. Some condi-

tions such as terminal separability are needed.

For the system theory, Bochner [2] has given some extensions to martin-

gales indexed by directed sets, but without proofs. Some of his results are, un-

fortunately, not true. Snell [14] has defined regularity (which is closely

related to system theorems) of martingales in a finite measure space, indexed

by positive integers, and has given some sufficient conditions. He has not dis-

cussed the necessary conditions, nor the relation between regularity and the

system theorems.

In this paper, §1 gives preliminary definitions and notation. §2 is devoted

to the definition of conditional expectation in a cr-finite measure space W,

and §3 to that of martingales indexed by directed sets in W as well as to in-

dividual system theorems and inequalities. In §4, a general pointwise con-

vergence theorem is proved, and a new kind of convergence theorem, based

on a differentiation theorem of interval functions [13, p. 192] is given. We
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give three Vitali conditions; one of them is the same as Krickeberg's and

another one is strong enough to guarantee the pointwise convergence of

martingales under the usual conditions. §5 is devoted to the differentiation

theory of an interval function in a Euclidean space. In that section the usual

Lebesgue theorem is proved as an application of previous convergence theo-

rems. An extension of Andersen and Jessens result [l] on countably additive

set functions to finitely additive set functions is given in §7.

1. Definitions and notation. In the following (W, %, u) will be a fixed

o-finite measure space, where W is an abstract set with points w, % is a

cr-algebra of subsets of W, p is a o-finite complete measure on W. A function

will be extended real valued, if we do not mention the range explicitly. If x

is a function defined on a subset W of W, max(x, 0) and max( — x, 0) will be

respectively denoted by x+ and x~. The integral fvxdp will be shortened to

fvx, if no confusion arises.

If © is a family of sets, we will use the terms ©-sets, ©-measurable, and

©-functions respectively for sets belonging to ®, measurable with respect to

®, and functions being ©-measurable. An ^-set is called a null set if it is of

measure 0. The empty set is denoted by 0. (B(@) will be the cr-algebra gener-

ated by ®, i.e., the smallest o-algebra containing ®.

Let x be an g-function defined on a subset W of W, and ® be a family

of 55-sets containing W. If either fvx+ or fYx~ defines a o-finite measure on

® in W, then x is said to be o-integrable on © in W. If x is o-integrable on

% in W, we will just say that x is o-integrable. If fw>x+ or fw-x~ is finite, x

is said to be integrable in W. If x is integrable in W, we will just say x is

integrable. Replacing "or" by "and" in the above two definitions, we will

have the definitions for x to be <r-summable and summable respectively. If

x is integrable, we will write E(x) =fwX.

If / is a function defined in W Q W with the range £', the set

" {w: x(w)QRR'} " will be denoted by {x££}. The set of all positive integers

is denoted by N, and 0- co will be defined as 0. "Countable" will mean de-

numerable or finite. Let A and B be two sets. "A —B" and "xa" will mean

respectively A — AB and the characteristic function of A. fi will be the outer

measure induced by p. It is easy to prove that:

Lemma 1.1. Let ® be an algebra of %-sets. If x and y are a-integrable on ®,

then there exists a sequence UiQU2QU3Q ■ ■ ■ of ®-sets such that lim Un= W

and both x and y are integrable in each Un- If x and y are a-integrable, a-sum-

mable, or summable on ®, so is max(x, y).

Let © be an algebra of jÇ-sets. A ©-set of positive measure is said to be a

©-atom if p(A — U) = 0 for every ©-set UQA of positive measure. Two atoms

A and A' are considered to be the same if p(A — A')+p(A' — A) =0.

2. Conditional expectations.

Definition 2.1. Let © be a o-algebra of g-sets. If the restriction of o to
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955 is cr-finite, then © is said to be cr-finite.

Let x be cr-integrable on a cr-finite cr-algebra © of g-sets, and let

UiEU2EU3E • • • be a sequence of ©-sets such that lim Un=W and x

is integrable in each ¿7„. Let ©„= (F: FG®, FC Un). Then ©„ is a cr-algebra.

By the Radon-Nikodym theorem [5; p. 131], there exists a ©„-measurable

function xn (which may have value ± °o ) in Un such that, for every ©„-set V,

(2.1) f x=  [ xn.

For wE Uk— Uk-i, where Uo = 0, define

(2.2) E(x\&)(w) = xk(w).

Evidently, F(x|@) is ©-measurable and for every ©-set V in which x is

integrable,

(2.3) f F(s|@) = f x.
J y J v

Let y be any ©-function satisfying (2.3), by replacing E(x\ ®) by y. Then

y = £(x|@) a.e. by the uniqueness of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives on

each Un. Thus, a ©-function E(x|@) is uniquely (up to an equivalence) de-

fined by (2.3). E(x\ ®) is said to be the conditional expectation of x given ®.

An equivalent definition of E(x\ ®) has been given in [7]. From the definition,

we have immediately:

Corollary 2.1. Let & be a a-finite a-algebra of %-sets and let x and y be

a-integrable on ®. If there is a sequence UiE U2E U3E • • • of &-sets such that

lim Un=W and both x and y are integrable in Un, and if for each Un and each

®-seí VE Unfvxúfvy, then E(x| ®) = E(y\®) a.e.

Let x and y be cr-integrable on a «r-algebra of ^-sets. Then by following

the corresponding results of [4], we have:

(2.4) F(x|®)^0a.e. if x^O a.e.; F(l| ®) = 1 a.e.;

(2.5) E(cx\ ®) =c£(x| ®) a.e. if c is a real number;

(2.6) E+(x\ ®) =E(x+\ ®) and E~(x\ ®) =E(x~\ ®) a.e.;
(2.7) £(x+y| ®) = £(x| ®)+F(y| ®) a.e. if x+ and y+ are cr-summable, or

if x~ and y~ are cr-summable.

(2.8) If y is a real-valued ©-function, then

E(xy | ®) = yE(x \ ®) a.e.

(2.9) If (y„, TV) is a sequence of ^-functions such that lim y„ = y a.e.,

and if x is cr-summable on ® such that |y„| ^x a.e. for every «, then,

lim E(yn | ®) = E(y \ ®) a.e.
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(2.10) Let ®C®' be o-finite, o-algebras of g-sets and x o-integrable on

®. Then £(x|®') is <r-integrable on ®. If, moreover, x is integrable, so is

E(x\&).
(2.11) Let ®C®' be o-finite, o-algebras of jj-sets and x o-integrable on

®. Then,

E(E(x\ ©) | ©') = E(x\ ®) = £(£(*| ©') | ®). a.e.

Theorem 2.1. Let & be a a-finite a-algebra of %-sets, x and y be a-summable

on ®, x be (¡^-measurable, and g be a real-valued, continuous, convex function

on the real line such that g+(y) is a-summable on ®. If (i) x = E(y\ ©) a.e., or

(ii) g is nondecreasing and x^E(y\ ©) a.e., then g(x) üE(g(y)\ ®) a.e.

Proof. Since g is continuous and convex, the right-hand side derivative

g'+ (t) oí g at t exists and is finite for every real t, and g'+ is nondecreasing and

(2.12) g(0 - g(t) ̂  g'+(t)(t'- t)

for every real t'. Therefore, g'+(x) is ©-measurable. By Lemma 1.1, there

exist ©-sets UiQU2QU3Q ■ • ■ such that x, y and g'(y) are summable in

each Un and lim Un = W. Let F be a ©-set and VQ Un. Let x = E(y\ ®) a.e.

For kQN, put Vk = V{\ g'+ (x) | ^ A}. Then g'+ (x) (y — x) is summable in Vk and

(2.13)

f g+'(x)(y - x) =  f £(|+'(*)(y - x) | ®)
Jvk Jvk

=  f g+'(x)(E(y\ ®) - x) = 0.

Since g+(x)(y — x) is summable in Vk, g(y)—g(x) is integrable in Vk by (2.12),

and by (2.12) and (2.13)

(2.14) f   [g(y)-g(x)] =0.

If F= {g(x)>0} Un, then (2.14) implies that

f [g+(y) - g+(x)] =   f [g(y) - g(x)] 7t 0.
J f/„U(i)>0,|S' + (i)|s*l J U„{Q(x)>0.\g'+(x)\sk)

Therefore,

* > r g+(y) ^ r     g+(x).
J Vn «/ t/„(|a'+(x)lst)

Letting A-^oo we have fung+(x) < <*>. By (2.14),

(2.15) f g(y) = f g(x)
J Vk J vt
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for every ®-set FC Î7„, where Vk= V{ |g+(x)¡ úk}. Letting k—»oo, we have

fvg(y)^fvg(x). Therefore, £(g(y)| ®) ig£(g(x)| ®) =g(x) a.e., since g(x) is

©-measurable.

For (ii), g(x) â-g(E(y\ ©)) ^£(g(y)| ©) a.e. by (i). The proof is complete.

When giy) is cr-summable on ®, Theorem 2.1 has been proved by Doob

[4; p. 295]. (2.9) can not be improved in the following sense. For the Lebesgue

measure on the interval [0, 1), and for any extended real number a — 0, there

always exists a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions (x„, TV) such that

lim x„ = 0, x„ = 0, lim £(x„) = 0, and

lim sup F(x„ [ ®) = a,       lim inf £(x„ | ®) = 0, a.e. for some ®.

To see this, for any kEN and k = in, we write k as

k = (¿x - 1)4"-- + ii» - 1)4"-2 + • • • + iin-i - 1)4 + in,

where iu i2, ■ ■ ■ , 4=1, 2, 3, 4. Put 7,-,. <,,...,-„ = [(A-l)/4n, A/4n)], where

A = l, 2, • • • , 4n, « = 1, 2, • • • . Let

U\ = Ti VJ I3, U\ = 72 \J U,

Ul = 7M W 7i,3 W 73,i W 73,3,       Ul = 7lt2 W 7M W 73,2 U 73,4,

Ul = 72>1 W 72,3 U 74,i U 74,3,        774 = 72.2 U 72,4 W 74,2 U 74,4

77i = 7i,i,i W 7i,ii3 U 7i,3,i VJ 71|3,3 W 73,i,i W 73,i,3 W73i3,i W73i3|3,

Ui = 7ipi,2 W 7i,i,4 W 7i,3,2 W 7i,3,4 W 73ii,2 w 73,1,4 W 73,3,2 W 73p3|4, • • • .

Suppose that ® is the algebra of sets generated by the i/'s. For any given

extended real number a S: 0, take a sequence of real numbers (d„, TV) such that

lim d„ = d. Define (x„, TV) as follows:

»i = 2dixi1, x2 = 2d2x/2, x3 = 4a3XíIll, Xí = 4d4x71?2, x6 = 4d6xrj,i,

x6 = 4a6Xi2.2. *? = S^XA.n, x» = Sdsx/i.Lj, • • " >

then lim x„ = 0 and lim£(x„) =0. Butlimsup£(x„| ®) = dandliminf £(x„ ®)

= 0 a.e., since £(*i| ®) = aiXu{, £(x2| ®) =aiXu\, £(x3| ®) =a3Xv\, £(x4 @)

= aiXv\,   £(x6|@) = abXu\,   £(x6|@) = aoXu\,   £(x7|@) = a,Xu\,    £(x8 ®)

= Ö8Xt/2,

3. Martingales.

Definition 3.1. A stochastic basis is a net i$s, A), where A is a directed

set and, for ever 5, %¡ is a cr-finite cr-algebra of g-sets with SvCr?« for 5>ô'.

A stochastic process is a triple (xj, %¡, A), where (%s, A) is a stochastic basis

and xj is gj-measurable for each 5.

For a stochastic process (xs, A) we define

lim sup x¡ = inf  sup Xj-,        lim inf x5 = sup   inf x¡-,
S S       S'à5 S S       ä'SJ

where S and S'GA. If no confusion arises, we will write
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x = lim sup x¡    and    x = lim inf x¡.
s i

When x = x, we write lim x¡ = x.

Definition 3.2. A stochastic process (xä, A) is said to be terminally separa-

ble, if there exists a countable cofinal subset A' of A such that x = lim supjs¿' x¡

and x = lim infjSA' x¡ a.e.

Definition 3.3. A function s defined on W with countable range A'£A",

where A" is a directed set including A as a sub-directed set, is called a stopping

variable of a stochastic process (x¡, %¡, A) or a stochastic basis (gs, A), if

{s^5} Qi$s and {s^ô} Q%¡ for each 5. A stopping variable is called a sam-

pling variable if A'QA. A net (s\, A) of sampling variables is called a sampling

process if s\^s\ a.e. for X^X'.

It is easy to see that, if s is a stopping variable, all the sets {s = 5J,

{s>6}, {s<ô|, {s£d}, {s^b}, and {sg: or ¿ 5} £ g, for each S£A.

Let s be a sampling variable of a stochastic process (xs, %s, A). We define

a new g-function x* on the set {s£A} by

(3.1) x*(w) = x,lw)(w).

x* is sometimes denoted by x, also. If (sx, A) is a sampling process, and

(${, A), we define

(3.2) xx* = x,y

Theorem 3.1. Let (xs, %¡, A) be o stochastic process, and (sx, A) be a sampling

process of (%s, A). Let

(3.3) fr* = œ{F{sx^5};5£A, F£gs}.

TAera (x*, Sx, A) is a stochastic process and

(3.4) 5x* = œ{F{sx = 5};5£ A, VQ$S}.

Proof. Evidently we may assume that A is countable. For any real o

and any 5£A,

{*x* = a}{sx = S} = {x¡ ^ a, s« = a} £ %s.

Hence, {x*=o, sx = ô} = {x*^o, sx=5} {sx^S} £g*. Therefore, }x*^o}

£g* and x* is g*-measurable.

To prove the %*QFl for X<X', let F£ga.Then F{sx^S}£gä, F{sx£ô}
= F{sx = S, sy^b} £g*, and therefore £*C£*'-

To prove that £* is <r-finite for each X, let the As,n's be ^s-sets of finite

measures and U^°_i A¡,n= W for each 5. Then

W= U {sxM = U   Ü {sx^«}^M.
ISA seA n-1
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Since p{s\ — 5}As,n< », Sx is cr-finite. Thus (x*, Sx, A) is a stochastic proc-

ess.

To prove (3.4), let Sx =(b[f{sx = 5} : ÔGA, FGSj]- Then F{sx£ô}

= U,.iiV{4x = í,}eSx'. if v£&- Therefore, Sx*CSx- Now F{sx = ô}
= FJ5x = 5, sxè*} GS*. if VE&. Thus Sx'CS*. Hence &«&'.

Corollary 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, 7/ F*GSx ^ßM

F*{5x = S}Gr5i/o''eacÄ S.

Pioof.Lefñ= {A: AE%Î, A{s* = o} E%s for someô}. Then F{sx = S}G31
for FGfo, and if ilea, then W-AÇX. Let AiCAtCA,C ■ • ■ and ¿«GH.
Then lim A»&1. Therefore, 21 = Sx-

Definition 3.4. A stochastic process (x¿, %s, A) is a semi-martingale if

xs is cr-integrable on every fty for each 8 and £(xj| %y) = xy a.e. for 5' <5. If,

moreover, for each 5, xj is cr-summable on every Sj', x¡ is integrable, or Xs is

summable, then (xj, S«> A) is said to be a cr-summable, an integrable, or a

summable semi-martingale, respectively. If supj6A 5GA, the semi-martingale

(xj, S«, A) is said to be closed. If the inequality is replaced by an equality, we

have the corresponding definitions for martingales.

Theorem 3.2. Let (x¡, Ss, A) and (ys, Sa, A) be two semi-martingales, and let

2j = max(xs, ys). Then (z¡, Sa, A) is a semi-martingale.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1, for each S'GA, zs is cr-integrable on Sa'< since xj

and ys are, and for each S'<§ there exists a sequence UiEU2EU3E • « •

of oV-sets such that xj, ys and zs are integrable in each Un and lim Un = W.

Let V be an Sa'-set and FC Un, then

E(zs\%y).
v

By Corollary 2.1, 2{'=£(xj| Sa-) a.e. if b' <8, and (zs, Sa, A) is a semimartin-

gale.

We have the following corollary immediately:

Corollary 3.2. If (xj, Sa, A) 7s a semi-martingale, so is (xf, Sa, A). If

(xs, Sa, A) is a martingale, then (\x¡\, Sa, A) is a semi-martingale.

When (xj, Sa, A) is cr-summable, this corollary can also be obtained from

Theorem 2.1, since x+ and |x| are continuous convex functions of x and x+

is nondecreasing. In the following, TV* and R will be the set of all integers and

rational numbers respectively.

I   Zf  =   I y y +   I Xy
J V JV{xyiVy] JV[xy>Vy]

Ú I ys + I xs
JV{Xy£Vy\ ■JV{xy>VS'\

á  I zs+  I zs =   I  zs =
JV[xySyy) J V{xy>vy\ JV
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Theorem 3.3. Let (x„, %n, N*) be a semi-martingale and (s„, N*) a sampling

process of (%n, N*). If for each n,

(3.5) x„* is o—integrable on every %*, and

(3.6) liminf   f      xt = 0

for each n, then (x*, g*, N*) is a semi-martingale.

When p(W) < oo and (x„, r5n, N)isa summable semi-martingale, Theorem

3.3 has been proved by Doob [4, p. 302]. By a slight modification, his proof

can be used to prove this theorem.

Corollary 3.3. Let (x„, $„, N*) be o semi-martingale and (sn, N*) a

sampling process. If s„ has only finitely many values for each n, and x„ is

tx-summable for every n on every %k or x~ is a-summable for every re ore every %k,

then (x*, %*, N*) is a semi-martingale.

Lemma 3.1. Let (xr, %r, £) be a semi-martingale such that xr^0, and for

every sampling variable s

(3.7) lim sup   I       xT < oo.
r J [,>r\

Then,

(3.8) lim   I       x, = 0.
r     J (f>r)

If, moreover, E(xr) < oo for each r, then E(x,) < oo for every sampling variable s.

Proof. If (3.8) is false, there exist a positive d, a sampling variable s, and

a sequence ri<r2<r3< • • •  of £ such that/(ri+lS,>r¿|X,>¿d. Let r">r'; then

(3 9)       I X.   =        X) I Xr Si        X) I Xr" =    I Xr'
J !r"i>>r') r'<rsr"   *' (»=r¡ r'Osr"   J (s=r) *Mr"is>r')

Therefore, /(rj+ia.>r,) xr{+1>id. Define a sampling variable s' by s'(w)=f,+2

if r,+i<s(w)gri+2, and s'(w)=r2 if s(w)=>i. Then, Ao"</irt+u.>ri) xrk+l

= /(.'-r»+jl xrk+i- Thus, lim supr/(,->r).rr^lim supk*«, fw>rk+1) xTk+l= <x>, and

this contradicts (3.7). Hence, (3.8) holds. To prove the second part, we have

fuir) x.^/ltsr) Xr from (3.9), and then

£(*.) =  I       xr+  I       x„ < CO ,
•'(«Sri J(»>rl

if r is large enough. The proof is complete.
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Lemma 3.2. Let (xn, %n, N) be a semi-martingale and E(x~) < <x> for each re.

Then E(x~) < oo for every sampling variable s, if for every sampling variable s

(3.10) lim sup   I       xn < oo.

Proof. For a given sampling variable s, put .4 „ = {s = ra} and A„' = {s>h}.

By Lemma 3.1 and (3.10), we can take ra£2V and kQN such that f¿'n x,+ < A

and fis xf <k whenever ¿^ra. Then, for/>ra,

Cn+l Ú/Xn   =    I Xn +    i Xn   Ú    \ Xn+l   +    I X„

= ¿ f xí+ f x,g ¿ (f *t_ rx-\ + r¿.

Therefore,

13       I      :K«    =   —    I        Xn+     ̂ £4       \      Xi   +    \        Xj
i—n+1 "Ai J A'n i=n+l J Ai J A'¡

Ú   I       Xn   +   I       X,   +   I       Xy
^ A'„ J A'„ J A'y

Hence, /(yÄ,>n) x,~^/^xñ+2A for every j>n. Thus, /¿^ x¿" < oo, and then

£(x~) < oo, since /{,s„) x~ á X"-i fw xñ < °° •

Lemma 3.3. Lei (x„, 5n, N) be a martingale and Xi be a-summable on JÇi-

Suppose that s is a sampling variable of (%n, N) and

(3.11) lim   f      x* = 0.
n     J («>n)

£Aera xf is a-summable on j$i.

Proof. Take kQN so large such that /(S>*)X,+ <1. By Lemma 1.1, there

are uVsets UiQ UtQ U3 ■ ■ ■ such that lim Un—W and all the x¿'s, ¿^A, are

integrable and xj1" is summable in each Un. If ¿^k, then fUn x¿ = fun xi^fun xf

< co. Therefore, x<+ is also summable in Un for ¿i=A. Hence,

(3.12) | x+á ¿ I    xî< ».

Hence, x* is summable in Z7„ and then cr-summable on %i.

Theorem 3.4. Let (sx, A) be a sampling process of a martingale (xs, $•}, A)

and A" be a cofinal subset of A. Suppose that

(3.13) for each X, xx is v-integrable on every %*>, X'£A, and
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(3.14) for each countable subset A' = (S„, « = 1, 2, 3 • • • ) of A" with

5i<52<S3< • • • , dwd" every sampling variable s' of (Sa, A'),

lim sup  f | xjn |   < »

and

lim inf   I | xsn |   = 0,

or

(3.14)' each sx has only finitely many values. Then (x*, Sx, A) isa martin-

gale.

Proof. Let X, X'GA and X <X'. By (3.13), xj and x*< are cr-integrable on Sx,

there are Sx-sets UiE U2E U3E ■ • ■ such that lim U„=W and both x* and

x*- are integrable in every ¿7„, by Lemma 1.1. To prove £(x*-| Sx)=Xx" a.e.,

we need only to prove that, by Corollary 2.1, for each Un and each S*-set

17CI7.,

/Xx   =   I    Xx>.
V J V

Since s\ has only countably many values and both x* and x*< are integrable

in U, it suffices to prove that, for V=U{s\ = 5},

/Xx   =   I    Xy.
v J V

Let all the values 8' of sx- satisfying S'>8 be the set (5„, TV'), where

TV'= (1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ ) is finite or infinite. Then (3.16) is equivalent to

(3.17) f xs =   Z    f xin.

Let S/ = Si and 5/ G A", and when the first j indices Si' =52' g • • • ^5/,

JEN', have been defined, we denote by 5j+1 any index of S of A" such that

5>5/ and S>5, if j+lGTV', and stop the induction if j+1 EN'. Then we

have a subset (5„', TV') of A" such that 5 < Si" g S2' = ■ ■ ■ and 8„ < 5„' for each

«G7V'.
Let «i = l and «*+i be the smallest/ G TV' such that 5/ >8^if there is one,

for k = 1, 2, 3, • • • (finite or infinite), and stop the induction if else. For each

k let 8'nk=o¿' and let the set of 5"'s be (§*", TV"), where TV" = (1, 2, 3, • • • )

(finite or infinite). Then 7V"C7V', 5<S/' <52" < • • • , and hk" ,>«/ ^Sy for

/<«i+i.
Define s'(w) = h. If sv(w)£S, and s'(w) = 5*"  if sy(w) = 5j, for j G TV',
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nkúj<nk+i. (If ra*+1 is not defined, nk^j<nk+i is interpreted as «*=/.) Then

s' is defined onTF, and {s' = tV } Q%ykior each A and {s' = ô} £gj. Therefore,

s' is a sampling variable of (8, Si", ô2", 53", • • • ) and s'>5. Each of (3.14)

and (3.14)' implies that x, is o-integrable on %s by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. From

Theorem 3.3, fvXs=fvXy. Hence,

E    I *«y - 23 23 f *ly
yew •/ f[»X'-í,1 *   ieiV',ntsí<nt+i J v\>\'-tj)

23      23       I        *«-
*      yeJV' ,nnSK"Hl   v  Vl«X'—Jy)

23 I        *«"* = 231        x,- = I x,- = j xj.
i   J F(«'=J"il *   «/vit'-»"*! «/v Jv

Thus (3.17) is true and (x*, g*, A) is a martingale.

Theorem 3.5. Leí (xs, %¡, A) be a martingale, and (sx, A) 6e a sampling

process. If each sx Aos only finitely many values and, for each 5, xf is a-sum-

mable on every %¡>, S'£A, ¿Aera eocA x*+ is o-summable on every %*>, X'£A, and

therefore (x*, $*, A) is a martingale.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 we need only to prove that x*+ is o-summable on

every g*, for X'£A. Let bi, ■ • • , 5k be the values of sx and 8/, • • • , bk> be

those of Sx'. Since xj, • • • , xj are cr-summable on $sï for ¿= 1, • • -, A'. By

Lemma 1.1 there exist foj-sets Uí,iQUí,íQUí,3Q • • • such that lim„ Z7¿„
= W, for ¿= 1, • • • , A', and all the xj, /= 1, • • • , A, are summable in every

£/,,„. Hence, x^ is summable in every £/,,„. Now

H/= u {ix, = 5/} = u u {sv -a/Jir,,..
l-l »=1   n=l

Let F„ = Ui_1 {sx< = 5< } Ui,n, then VnQ%*'\ lim F„= W; and x+ is summable

in every Vn, since it is summable in every [/<,„• Therefore, x*+ is o-summable

on each %*>.

Similar results of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 for semi-martingales are stated in

a recent paper of Bochner [2], but, unfortunately, they are not true. For

example, let W= [0, 1), %i=(W,cp), & = <B[[0, 1/2), [1/2, 1)], &.-&-&.
and let p be the Lebesgue measure on W. Define Xi = 0, x2(w) = 1, if wQ [0, 1/2)

and x2(w) = — 1 if wQ [l/2, 1); x2- = —x2: and x3 = l. Then (x¿, %¡, A) is a

summable semi-martingale where A = (l, 2, 2', 3) and the order "<" of A

is defined by 1<2<3 and 1<2'<3. Define Si = l; s2(w) = 2 for w£[l/2, 1),
and s2(w) = 2' for wQ [0, 1/2). Then si and s2 are sampling variables and

si<s2. But x* and x* do not form a semi-martingale since

£(xi*) = 0 > - 1 = £(x2*).
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Theorem 3.6. Let (x„, S», k — n = l) be an integrable semi-martingale and

let A = {max xn>a, k—n^l} and 73= {min xnúa, k^n^l} where a is real

and l—l. Then

(3.18) fxk = ap(A),

(3.19) f xk= f xi.
Ja Ja

If, moreover, £(xi) is finite, then

(3.20) ap(B) = E(xi) - f     xk.
J W-B

Proof. Since

-   I*i>0) J I**>0} J |z*>0,
1.3.21)

/x„ =  I xn = E(xk)     I x4,
,xk>0\ J \xk>0) J {xk>0)

f xn = r
«7 Uj.>a¡ J {xk>a\

Xk.
»I

Let ß be a real number and define y„ = max(x„, ß). Then (y„, S»> £ = w = l)

is an integrable semi-martingale. Let Aß= {max yn>a, k^n^l}. Define

s(w) =« to be the smallest n such that yH(w)>a, l — n^k,and s(w) =kii there

is no such n. Then (ylt y,) is an integrable semi-martingale. By (3.21),

I   yi = I       yi á |       y. = I   y. ̂  I       yk= \   yk,
J Aß J l»,>«) *' (»,>«) «^ ¿0 •/ (v>a) «^ ¿0

therefore

I    y* è £*/i(4p), J    y* ̂ J    yi.
J Aß J Aß J Aß

Let j8->- », we have (3.18) and (3.19). To prove (3.20), let s(w) = n he the

first « such that xn(w)=a, k — n = l, if ever; s(w)=k, if there is no such «.

Then s is a sampling variable and s = 1. Since £(xi) > — », £(x„) > — » for

each «, and then £(x,~) < ». By Corollary 3.3, £(x„) ^£(xi). Hence

/i k—1      f* **ft^I Xn +   I       at» - £(x.) ^ £(xi).

Thus the proof is complete.

Theorem 3.6 has been proved by Doob [4, p. 314] for the case p(W) < »,

1=1 and (x„, Sn, k — n 2:1) is summable. It cannot be extended to martingales
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indexed by a directed set without more conditions. In fact, let W= [0, 1),

S = the class of Lebesgue measurable sets, and p = the Lebesgue measure in

W. Let A = (l, 2, 2', 3) and the order "<" of A be defined by 1 <2<3 and

1 < 2' < 3. Put Si = (W, 0), S2 = (B[[0, 1/2), [1/2, 1)], %.
= (B[[0, 1/3), [1/3, 1/6), [5/6, l)],and S3 = (B(S2'US2). Define Xi= 1/2; and
x2(w) = 1 if wE [0, 1/2), =0 otherwise; xr(w) = 1 if wE [1/3, 5/6), =0 other-

wise; x3(w) = 3 if wE [1/3, 1/2), =0 otherwise. Then (xj, Sa, A) is a martin-

gale, but

p{ max xs — 1, S G AJ = 5/6 >  I x3.
J (maxxjäl.aeA)

Theorem 3.7. Let (x„, Sn, TV*) be a semi-martingale and s be a stopping

variable of (%„, TV*). If supneN' £(| x„| ) =K, then

f        \x.\   =3K.
J UelV*)

Proof. Let x'(w) =xHw)(w) if s(w)EN*, and x'(w) = 0 if s(w)EN*. Put

s„ = min(s, w). Then lim x>nxi.EJv*) = x' = x,xi«eAr*). In view of Fatou's theorem,

it now suffices to prove that £(| x,„| ) ^3K for each «. For each kEN* and

k — n, let si =max(s„, k). Then si is a sampling variable and k^sl =n. Since

E(xt'k) = E f        x* = E(x+n) = K,
i=kJ («'*-;'!

E(x,t')=E(xk) by Theorem 3.3. Hence

£(| x..J ) = 2E(x,'k) - E(x..k) = 2K - E(xk) = 3K.

Letting #%—»— », £(|x,n| ) ^37C. Thus the proof is complete.

4. Convergence of martingales. For a net (xJ( A) of S-functions the essen-

tial supremum, denoted by sup*6A x8 = y, is defined to be the smallest (up to

an equivalence) S"function such that y — xs a.e. for each 8GA, and inf*6A xj

is defined similarly. As usual, we define

lim sup* xs = inf* sup* xs,        lim inf* xs = sup* inf* xs.
sea s'      s¿s'

The essential union U*6a Ks of a net of S-sets is defined to be the smallest

(up to an equivalence) S-set Í7 such that KsE U a.e. for each SGA.

Definition 4.1. A net of S-sets (Ks, A) is called a (or an essential) fine

covering of a set A if T£äGSa for each 8, and A CUjÈ5' Ks (or A CUaaa- Ks a.e.)

for each 8'. A stochastic basis (Ss, A) is said to satisfy the Vitali condition F0

(or V*), if for each (or each essential) fine covering (Ks, A) of a set A with

p(A)<<x> there exist 8,-GA and Sa-sets LiEKSi, i=l, 2, • • ■ , such that
¡i(A — U«*! Li) =0, and 7,'s are disjoint up to a null set. If the above state-

ment holds only for S-sets A, (Sa, A) is said to satisfy the condition Fi.
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The condition F* is the same as Krickeberg's "F0". He [8] proves that

F*' is satisfied by every linearly ordered stochastic basis (%¡, A). For Vo, and

even for Fi, this is not true. For example, let W be the interval [0, 1), g the

class of Lebesgue measurable sets in [0, 1), and p the Lebesgue measure. Let

A be the infinite interval [0, co), ordered by the magnitude, and 0^=15 for

every 5£A. Let K¡ contain only one point 5— [5], where [5] is the integral

part of S. Then (K¡, A) is a fine covering of W. But there does not exist a

sequence (b„, N) such that p(W— 0" K¡n) =0. Therefore (%s, A) does not

have the property Vi, although A is linearly ordered. However, we have a

weaker version of his result as follows:

Theorem 4.1. Let ($¡, A) be a countable, linearly-ordered stochastic basis,

(K¡, A) be a net of %-sets such that KsQr$sfor each 5, and A be a subset of W

with ß(A) < oo. If A CUjjj' Ks a.e. for each 5' and e>0, ¿Aera /Aere exist 5¿£A

and disjoint ^¡t-sets LiQKs^ ¿=1, • • • , A, such that p(A — Uf=1 L<) <e.

Proof. Write A as (5„, A) and let K{ -K,y For ¿>1, define K¡ =KSi

— Uy<j Kj. Then (£„', N) is a disjoint sequence of 5-sets and A CU„6at K„'

a.e. Therefore, [5, p. 46], fi(A) = 23"-i fi(AK„). Since ß(A) < oo, we can

choose n0QN such that

p(a -   U  kA = J U   AkA = 23 ß(AK/) < e.
\ n£no / \n>no ' n>nf¡

Let (on, ra = re0) be a permutation of (5„, ra = ra0) such that gs,- C %¡¿ Q ■ • •

CoV„0, and let Li = K¡¿ and Li = KSi—Uy<¿£y, for ¿>1. Then £<C£{',,

L.£8Vi> ¿=1, • • • , no, Li's are disjoint and fi(A — U,s„0Lj) <e.

Lemma 4.1. Let (x¡, A) be a net of %-functions. Then there exists a countable

subset A' of A such that

sup* xj = sup Xj,        inf* x¡ = inf x¡, a.e.
ieA jeA' A A'

This lemma is well known. In the following, we put x = lim sups^A x¡,

x = lim inf xj, x* = lim sup*e¿ Xj, and x* = lim inf* Xj.

Lemma 4.2. Let (x¡, A) be a net of ^-functions. Then: (i) There exists a

countable subdirected set A' of A such that

x* = lim sup Xj,        x* — lim inf x¡ a.e.
;eA' seA'

(ii) 2/A Aos o countable cofinal subset, A' may be chosen to be a cofinal sub-

set of A.
(iii) If A is linearly ordered, A' may be chosen to be a simple subsequence of A.

(iv) If A is linearly ordered and has a countable cofinal subset, A' may be

chosen to be a cofinal simple subsequence of A.
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Proof. We may assume that Xi's are uniformly bounded and p(W) < ».

In fact, if this is not the case, we may consider x/ =arctan x« and p'(V)

" Si" (M(FF„)/l+M(F„))2_n, instead of xj and p, where F„ is a fixed se-

quence of disjoint S-sets such that p(Vn) < » for each « and Uf F„= W.

(i) Let (S„", TV) be any subset of A and (8„, TV) a subset of A such that

x* = inf„ai sup*èanxj and x* = sup„si inf*ain xj a.e. Choose 8/ and (8i,„;

l^«á«i) of A such that hi — 8" and 5».; Si,„2:8/ for l^«^«i, and

p < sup* xs > sup xSl „ + 1 > < —
\ aaa'i             n 7         2

p -J inf* xs < inf Xj, n — 1 > < —
I a&i'i             n )2

2

Suppose that 8/ and (8,,„; 1 ̂ »^ «,) of A have been chosen. Then choose

d'i+1 and (S,+i,„; 1 ̂ w^«<+i) of A such that

Si+i ê 8,+i, 8¿+i, 5¿,i, 8<,2, • • • , and ¿5,-,,

8,+i.n è 8¿+i       for 1 = n g. «f+1;

p\  sup* xs > sup xji+ . + ——\ < ——,
\ a&a'i^i n 7+1/        2,+1

M-J   inf*   xs < inf *l<+1   - —— \ < —- ■
{ aaa'i+1 n 7+17 2,+1

Clearly 8/' g «5/, 8i = 8¡ ^ô('+1, fc.y-gS.' ̂ S,,t for i<s. Then

x* = inf sup* xj ^ inf sup* xj
«    as«, n    aëa'„

= lim sup* Xs — lim    sup   xst „ ^ lim sup* xs
n      iga'n t      l£n&n( ' iSS",

^ inf  sup* xs = x* a.e.
a'eA   asa'

Let ¿/»(S,,,; ¿GTV, lg/á»<). We have

x* = lim    sup   xäj B ̂  lim       sup      xs = lim sup*x{ = x* a.e.
i      lánSnj        ' i      äää'^.aeA' i      fïi;

Therefore

x* = inf       sup      xs =   inf       sup    xj = lim sup xj a.e.
<    aäs'(_1,aeA' s'6A'   aèa'.a'eA' aeA'

Similarly,

x* = lim inf Xs a.e.
aeA'

(ii) By taking (8„", TV) to be a cofinal subset, A' is cofinal. (iii) Since for
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each i we can linearly order 8,'„ for l=ra^ra,-, A' is a simple subsequence,

(iv) By taking (8„", N) to be a cofinal subset and ordering S,-,n for each ¿,

1 ̂ ra^ra,-, A' is a cofinal simple subsequence.

The part (ii) of this lemma has been proved by Krickeberg [8, p. 334].

From Lemma 4.2, we have immediately:

Corollary 4.1. Let (x¡, A) be a net of ft-functions. If every countable subset

(xj, A') converges (may have value ± oo) a.e., or if A is linearly ordered and every

simple subsequence converges a.e., then (x¡, A) converges essentially. If A is

countable, linearly ordered and every cofinal simple subsequence converges a.e.,

then (xj, A) converges a.e.

The last part has been proved recently by Maharam [ll].

Lemma 4.3. Let (xj, %¡, A) be a stochastic process satisfying the condition

Vo, or satisfying Vi and, in addition, x and x are measurable. Then x^x* and

x* = x a.e.

Proof. By Lemma 4.1 there exists a sequence (S„, N) such that

x* = inf„ sup*£i|ixj a.e. For any real c, let U= {x>c} and K¡= {x¡>c}. Then

(K~s, 8 = on) is a fine covering of U for each ra. By F0, or by Fi if x is measura-

ble, there exist S„,*=S„, A =1, 2, • • • , such that fi{ U—Vt*„1Ks„,t} =0. Hence

fi[U—{sup*2Sttxl>c}] = 0, and then fi[U—C\ñ-i {sup*àinx>c} ] = 0. There-

fore p. [ U — {inf» sup*â^ xj = c} ] =0 and fi [ U — {x* = c} ] = 0. Hence

m[U^°-i ({x>r„}'—{x*=r„})] = 0, where (rn, N) is the set of rational num-

bers. Therefore, for each real number c, {x>c}c{x*>e} a.e., and then

x^x* a.e. Similarly, we can prove x*^x a.e.

Theorem 4.2. Let (x¡, %¡, A) be o martingale such that

(4.1) for every 5o£A and every BQ(B„, N) where BnQ%s„, p(Bn) < °° and

Uj° Bn—W, every subset A' = (5„, N) of A with S0 = 8i = 32= • • • , and every

slopping variable s' of (gs, A'), we have /b(.,6A')*Í' < °° •

(4.2) If (%s, A) satisfies the condition Vo, or satisfies Vi and, in addition,

x and x are measurable, then x = x a.e.

(4.2)* If (%s, A) satisfies the condition V*, then x* = x* a.e.

Proof. We will only give a proof of (4.2)*, which is applicable for (4.2)

also. Suppose, if possible, that there exist a and ß such that/*{x*>)3>o;>x*}

> 0. For simplicity we may assume ß = 1 and a = 0. Then there exists an g-set

U contained in some .4£(£„, N), such that ¿7£{x*>l, 0>x*} and p(U)

=¿>0. Let KS=A {xj>l}. Then (K¡, 8^80) is an essential covering of the

set U. By the condition F*, for any e > 0, we can find indices S< ̂ 80 and dis-

joint, up to a null set, f^-sets L<C£a<, ¿=1, • ■ ■ , k, such that p{ U—Ai) <e,

where ^4i = Uf_i £,-. Choose r¡iQA such that 7ji^8,-, ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , A, and let

k¡ =j4i{xj<0}. Then (K{, 8^iji) is an essential fine covering of UAi. By

the condition V* again, we can choose 8/ ^t/i and disjoint, up to a null set,
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Sjvsets LíCK'ú, 4=1, • • • , k', such that p{ UAX-A{ } <e, where A{

= Uf.1£/. Then A{ CAi- Choose î//G A such that ni =8{, 4 = 1, 2, • • • , *'.
Define si and s2 by:

si(w) = 5, if w G Li, lgig k,       Si(w) =Ô<iiwEL',l=i = k',

= ru if w G A — Ai, = riiiiw E A — Ai,

= ôoiiwEW - A. =Vi'Hu>EAi-A{,

- Soif wE W - A.

Then si and s2 are defined a.e., equivalent to sampling variables, and Si ̂ s2 a.e.

Since (4.1) implies that Xj" is cr-summable on Sa-, S'GA, and both si and s2

have only finitely many values. By Theorem 3.5 (x*, S*> 4 = 1, 2) is a martin-

gale. By (3.3), AiE%*, and then fAxxn=fA,x,y Therefore

/*-.'! =  I *Vi + X) I *i'< =  I    *.j =  I    xn = p(Ai) > d - e.
Ai-A'i J Ai-A'i 1   J U,=S'i) Ja, J Ai

Hence, f^-A'^^d — e.

Let Ui=UA[ and ya = XA'1*a. Then (ys, Sa, S^t/i') is a martingale and

satisfies the conditions (4.1) and (4.2) and ¿7iC{y*>l, y*<0} and p(Ui)

>d — e. Therefore there exist ti2, 1)1 EA, and sets A2, A{ such that tj2 ^ti2

WnlWK ADAiDAi A{Ae%w ¿¿GS,',, and f^A^d-e-e/2. By
induction, for each positive integer «, we can find n„, ni GA, and sets A„, An'

such that 7j» è*Jnè*?i-ièio, -O^i-O^»^»', ^„GS?'„ and fAn-A'nx^n

>d-e-e/2- • • • -e/2"-1.

Define a stopping variable s' by s'(w/) =r/„' if wEA'„-1 — An' for »> 1, and

s'(w)=7Ji if wG-4i- Then, if e is small enough,

Í     xt^Y, i     4. =
•/ ^(«'eAl n    ■/ 4.-A'.

which contradicts (4.1). Thus the proof is complete.

In [8], Krickeberg has proven that, if (xj, Sa, A) is an integrable martin-

gale satisfying the condition F* and

(4.3) sup   I   xs < »,
a    J w

then x* = x a.e. By Theorem 3.7, (4.1) is implied by (4.3). In general, (4.1)

is not equivalent to (4.3). To see this, let TF= (0, l], S = the class of Lebesgue

measurable sets in W, and p = the Lebesgue measure on W. For «G7V put

7„ = (0, 1/2 + 1/2»], Sn = «[7*, k = n], and d„ = («-l)2V(2"-1 + l). Define
xi = 0 and xn(w) = x„-i(w) for wEIn-i, x„(w) = — 2" for h»£7„-i — 7„, and

Xn(w)=an if w£7„, for «>1. Then (x„, %n, TV) is a summable martingale

which satisfies (4.1) but not (4.3).
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Corollary 4.2. Let (x¡, %¡, A) be a martingale satisfying (4.1). If F0 is

satisfied by every countable subset (%s, A') of (gj, A) then x* = x* o.e. Therefore,

if A is linearly ordered, then x* = x* a.e. If Vo is satisfied by (%¡, A), then

x = x = x* = x* o.e.

This corollary follows immediately from (4.2) and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.

Definition 4.2. A stochastic process (xs, gs, A) is said to satisfy the con-

dition F2 (or F*), if for «>0, S0£A, a, ß reals, and any sets A, B such that

fi(A) < °o,fi(B) < oo, A Q {x> a} and 23 Q {x < ß} (or ,4 Q {x* > a},

BQ {x*<ß}), there exist 8,-, 8/ £A, 8,^80, 8/ ^80, and disjoint, up to a null

set, fÇj.-sets LiQ{x¡i>a}, ¿=1, • • • , A, and disjoint, up to a null set, g£r

sets£/C{x«</3},/=l, • • • , A', such that m {,4-Uf..! £,-j\ <e,fi{B-\J*mlL'i}
<e. If the above statement holds only for g-sets A and B, (xs, %¡, A) is

said to satisfy the condition V3.

Lemma 4.4. 2/ o stochastic process (x¡, %¡, A) satisfies the condition Vi, or

the condition V3 and x and x are measurable then x* = x and x = x* o.e. If, more-

over, A has a countable cofinal subset, then x* — x and x = x* a.e.

Proof. The first part follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3. If A has a

countable cofinal subset, then [8] x*^x and x = x* a.e., and therefore, x* = *

and x = x* a.e.

Corollary 4.3. Let (xj, %t, A) be a martingale satisfying (4.1). If F2 is

satisfied, or if 'V3 is satisfied and x and x are measurable, then x = x a.e. If

V* is satisfied, then x* = x o.e.

Corollary 4.4. Let (xj, %t, A) be a semi-martingale satisfying (4.1). If

(xs, x§s, A) has the property F2, or the property F3 and, in addition, x and x are

measurable, and if for any sampling variables s and s', which have only finitely

many values, and s^s', £(x„) =£(x,-), <Aera x = x o.e. Therefore, if A is counta-

ble, linearly ordered, and (xt, S», A) satisfies (4.1), íAera x = x o.e.

From the definition of terminal separability and Corollary 4.3, we have

Corollary 4.5. Let (x¡, %s, A) be a terminally separable martingale satisfy-

ing (4.1) and V3. Then x = x o.e.

Let £ be a subset of the real numbers. Then every terminally separable

stochastic process (x<, g«, T) satisfies the condition F2 by Theorem 4.1. From

Corollary 3.3, Theorem 3.7, and Corollary 4.4, we obtain

Corollary 4.6. Let (xt, %t, T) be a terminally separable semi-martingale.

If sup(er £(x,+) < co, then x = x o.e.

When fi(W)<<*> and sup¡er £(|x<|) < oo, which is equivalent to

sup,er £(x,+) < » if inffgr tQT and xt is summable for each t, Corollary 4.6

has proved by Doob [4; p. 354].
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If (Sa, A) satisfies the condition F0 or Vi, then F2 or V3 is respectively

satisfied by every stochastic process (x», Sa, A). The same relation holds if the

F's are replaced by F*'s. F3and F* may not be satisfied even by a countable

martingale. Dieudonné [3 ] has an example which is a non-negative bounded

martingale in a finite measure space with countable A and p {x 9e x} > 0.

Therefore, it does not have the property F3 nor V* by Corollary 4.4.

Theorem 4.3. Let (x„, %„, n=—l) be an integrable semi-martingale and

£(xíi)<». Let VEf^ñ-m S» and 0</x(F)<». Then lim„^oo x„ = x00 exis/s

(may be infinite) a.e. in V.

Proof. Let the restriction of S, M, xn and Sn to F be S'> m'> xn' and Sn

respectively. Then (x„', %l, n= — l) is a semi-martingale defined in a finite

measure space (V, S', m')- Thus [10, p. 397] limn..«, x„ = xw exists a.e. in F.

The condition E(xtk) < » cannot be dropped from Theorem 4.3. For

example, let W = (0, l], p = the Lebesgue measure, and S = S-i

= (B[(0, 1/k], feel], S-» = ®[(0, 1/k], k = n\. Define x_i=», x_„= » if
wE(0, 1/m], and =l + (-l)" if wE(l/n, l]. Then (x„, %n, n=-l) is an

integrable semi-martingale, but x = 2 and x = 0 a.e., where x = lim sup,,..-«, x„

and x = lim inf,,.-«, x„.

Corollary 4.8. (i) Let (x„, Sn, » Û — 1) he a semi-martingale and

sup £(|x„|) < ». Then lim,,^-,«, x„ = xM exists a.e. and £(|x„|)<». (ii) If

it is a martingale and E(\x-i\ ) < », then limx„ = x00ex4sis d.e. d«d" £(| xM| ) < ».

Proof. For (i), let a and ß be two arbitrary real numbers and

F={x>a>|3>x}. If a>0, by (3.18) p(V)<°o, and if ß<0, by (3.20)
p(V)<ao. Therefore, p(V)=0 by Theorem 4.3. Thus xx exists a.e. and

£(| x„o| ) < » follows from Fatou's theorem, (ii) follows from (i) immediately,

since (| x„|, Sn, n— — 1) is a semi-martingale which satisfies the condition of

(0.
Another proof of Corollary 4.8 has been given recently by Jerison [7].

The condition sup £(| x„| ) < » of (i) cannot be replaced by £(| x„| ) < »

foreach«^ — 1. For example, let W= [0, »), p = the Lebesgue measure on W,

and S-n = Oâ[[0, k), k^n] and S = S-i- Define x_„(w)=0 if w>2n~\ and

= -l-[l + (-l)"-1]/2 if O^a^"-1. Then (x„, S», ng-1) is a semi-

martingale with £(|x„|) < » for each »|-1, but lim sup»,-.,, x„= — 1 and

lim inf x„= — 2 a.e.

The condition £(|x_i| ) < » of (ii) cannot be replaced by x„^0 for each

»jfS.r-1. For example, let W, S» and M be the same as before, and define

x_i(w) = -2 for Ogwgil, x-i(w) = 0 for 22n<wg22n+\ and x-i(w) = -3 for

22n+1<w = 2i+2, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Define x_„(w)= — 1 — 1 — ( —1)"/2 for

w = 2n~1 and X-n(w) =X-n+i(w) for w>2"~1, « = 2, 3, 4, • ■ • . Then x„^0 and

(x„, S«, «á — 1) is a martingale, but x= — 1 and x= — 2 a.e. In [7], we can

also find another example for the latter.
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Theorem 4.4. Let (x„, %n, N) be a semi-martingale such that for each nQN,

(4.4) %n is generated by disjoint atoms I", ¿=1, 2, • • • , of finite measure

andmí[p(F¡+1)/p(I?):i,j, ra, 2yn+1£21"]=d>0. If for a given l>e>0, /Aere

exist an %-set VQ {lim inf x„<£} and an %r-atom U such that

(4.5) p(UV)>(l-e)p(U), and for each ra,

(4.6) xn(w) =0 whenever wQ UV, then

(4.7) fuxr<K(l-e/d)p(U)for £ = 0 and fuXr<Kp(U) for £ = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, (§„, N) have the property Vo. Therefore, there

exist disjoint ^„,-atoms I¡,j =1,2, ■ ■ ■ , s, r<rai = ra2= • • • =ra„ such that

IjQU,IiV^0, and

(4.8) p ( Ú IA >(1- t)p(U)    and    xnj(w) <K   for w Q I{.

Let 2Ii = (2y, 1 á/ = s), 2I2= (£: £ is an fo-atom, r = A^ra,, £C t7, £F^0,
and E'(\J%! 2y) = 0 for some fo+i-atom £'C£), and Sl3=SIiUSI2 then

(4.9) U= U(£:££2t3).

Suppose, if possible, that it is false. There would exist an $„,-atom

£iC i/-U(£: ££9I3), and then EiV=0. Let £0£i be an ftn.-x-atom, then

E2V=0 and £2(Uî 2,0 = 0, since E2V^0 implies £2£2I2 and £2(U/y) w0
implies £2 contains some 2y or vice versa. By induction we could find 5n,-i-

atoms Ei, ¿=1, 2, • • • , n, — r, such that £,F?^0 foreach ¿. Now £n,-r£5r

and then £„,_,= ¡7, but we have £B,_r = 0. Therefore, UV= 0, which con-

tradicts (4.5). Thus (4.9) holds.

Since each 2l3-set is an g,-atom for some r^i^n,, one of any two non-

disjoint Sí3-sets is always contained in the other. Hence, we can replace 2I3 by

9l£3l3 which also covers U and consists of disjoint sets only. Let Ui be the

union of the 2l-sets which are also 2li-sets, and let U2=-U— Ui. Then U2 is the

union of finitely many disjoint 2I2-sets, say C„ ¿=1, 2, • • • , A, where d is

an gy{-atom and r^/<^/,+i^ra,. Since x„ is o-integrable on each $„', xn is

integrable in every union of finitely many atoms TJ, where ra' and jQN.

Hence

/Xr   é    I     Xy,   =    I    Xy,  +   | Xy,   g   |      Xy, +   | Xy,
U J U J Ci J U-Ci J d J U-Ci

=   I     Xh +   j     Xy2 +   j Xy2  ^       •  •   ̂   23   I     Xh +   I     X„..
J d J C2 J U-WiUC,) J Ci J vx

Since in each C, there is always an $yj+i-atom Ci such that Cl Q Ci,

Cl C L7-UJ Ij, and p(C¡)^dp(d), we have

(4.10)     p(U - Ui) = p (U CA ̂ p(u- Û Ijj/d < *p(U)/d.
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Now CiV?*0 and d is an g^-atom. By (4.6) we have /e^lO, for 4=1, 2,

• • • ,fe, andby (4.8)/r/1xn,<XM(í/i).Thus/t/xr<7<:/i(í/i)<Tí:(l-€/c7)íu(í7).

Theorem 4.5. Let (x„, Sn, N) be a semi-martingale satisfying (4.4). Then

x = x = xa> exists a.e. in {x< » }. If, moreover, Xi> — » d.e., x» is finite a.e. in

{x<» }.

Proof. Suppose, if possible, that

(4.11) F'={x<x<»}    and   p(V) > 0.

Take T17 large enough such that p{x<x<M} >0. By replacing x„ by x„ —T17,

we can assume that 717 g 0. Then there exist numbers 0>ß>a and positive

integer k such that /i{x>j8>a>x;x„<0for«èfe}>0. We may assume that

k=l. Since Si is cr-finite, there exists an S-set F such that

(4.12) FC {x > ß> a > x;xn < 0 for « G TV},        0<m(F)<»,

and FG(B[U„6ít Sn]- For given 1>€>0, take U'Eftr- for some r' such that

p(U' -V)+ p(V - U') < ep(V),

and then p(U'V)>(l-e)p(U'). Let An= U'{xn>ßxn<0}. Then (An, n = r')

is a fine covering of U'V. By the Vitali condition F0, there exist disjoint

Sn-sets T3„C¿n, « = 1, 2, • • • , such that p(U'V-\jn°„1Bn)=0. Therefore

¿>(TJ„F) - p(U'V) >(1 - e) Íp(Bn).
n-1 n-1

Hence, we can choose r — r' such that

U(BrV) >(1 - e)p(BT).

Therefore there exists an Sr-atom UEB, such that

(4.13) p(UV) > (1 - e),u(r7)    and    xr(w) > ß if w G U.

By Theorem 4.4 we have/r/xr<a(l— t/d)p(U), and from (4.13), fuxr>ßp(U).

Thus we have ß<a(l—e/d), since p(U)>0. When e is small enough, we get

a contradiction. Hence, xM exists a.e. in {*<»}. The second part follows

from the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let (x„, Sn, TV) be a semi-martingale satisfying (4.4). Then

lim sup x„ = x> — » a.e., if xi> — » a.e.

Proof. To prove this, let us suppose, if possible, that

y = {x = - »}    and   m(F') > 0.

As before, we can suppose that there exists an S-set

F C {x = - » ; x„ < 0 for « G TV}    and    » > p(V) > 0,
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and there exists an 5,-set U' such that

p(U'V) > (1 - e)p(U'),       for a given 1 > e > 0.

Clearly there is an gr-atom UQU' such that p(UV)>(l — e)pU. Since

VQ{x<K~\ for every real number £<0, by Theorem 4.4, we have fux,

<Kp(U) for every real number K<0. Hence, fuxr= — °°, which contradicts

the fact that xx > — co a.e. Thus the proof is complete.

5. Applications to derivatives. In this section we are going to show that the

classical Lebesgue differentiation theorem of additive functions of bounded

variation in a Euclidean space follows from the martingale convergence theo-

rem 4.2. For one dimensional case, it has been given by Doob [4, p. 346].

Let IF be a ^-dimensional Euclidean space, p the Lebesgue measure in W,

and % the class of Lebesgue measurable sets. A partition S is a countable

family of disjoint, bounded intervals it, A = l, 2, 3, • • • , which are of the

form (ai<wigp\, • • • , ap<wp^ßp), such that \Jk-i l't=W. A will be the

family of all partitions S and the order u8<b'" oí A is defined to mean 8' is

a refinement of 8 and every 8-interval is the union of finitely many 8'-inter-

vals. For each 8£A, £{ will be the o-algebra of sets generated by Iks. Aa will

be understood to be the subset of A consisting of all the partitions 8 such that

every S-interval Is has parameters of regularity [13, p. 106] r(28)^a>0.

We need the following lemmas, which are respectively due to Helms* [6]

and Krickeberg [8].

Lemma 5.1. If (x\, %\, A) is a closed summable martingale in a finite measure

space, then it is uniformly integrable and (x\, A) converges in mean of order 1.

Lemma 5.2. For every stochastic process (x\, A), we have

(5.1) f lim inf* | xx |  =" lim inf   f \ xx |
J a       x x       Ja

for every %-set A.

Lemma 5.3. Let A0' 6e a subdirected set of Aa, and let a set A be contained in

an ^¡„-interval I, S0£Aa'. If (K¡,A¿) is a fine covering of A and \JseA-aKsQI,

then there exist disjoint sets (£j„, N) such that 8„£A„' orad fi(A — U,¡°.-i KSn) =0.

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows closely that of Vitali's Covering

Theorem [13, pp. 109-110]. Choose Ei = Kix for an arbitrary ôi =t 50, and

when the first ra disjoint sets £i = £äl, • • • , £„ = £ín have been defined, we

denote en the supremum of the diameters of all the sets Ks, 8 ̂  80, which are

disjoint from U"_! £,-, and by £n+i any one of these sets with diameter exceed-

ing e„/2. Since A„' is a directed set, such a set must exist, unless £i, •••,£„

cover the set A, in which case we have the proof already. We may, therefore,

suppose that this induction can be continued indefinitely.

To show that fi(A — U^-i En) = 0, let us write 23 = A — U^-i En and suppose,
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if possible, that p(B) >0. For each £„, take a cube 7„ such that £„C7„ and

p(En)éiap(Jn). Let Tj denote the cube with the same center /„ and with

diameter (ip+l)d(Jn), where d(J) is the diameter of the set J. Now

Z KJ*n)   =   (4P +  1)" £ ß(Jn)   ̂    (4P +  I)»«"1 E p(En)
(5.2; „_i „_i B_i

= m + l)*a-V(7) < ».

Therefore, we can find «oGTV such that ^n£„0M(7*,) <p(B). It follows that

there exists xGT3 —U„s„0 7*. Take a partition S'^So, 8'EAJ, such that

£*, fe=l, 2, • • • , «o are S'-intervals. Since xEdtiS' 7C«, there exists 5"^8',

5"GAa', such that xGTf4"GSa", and Ky(Uk-i Ek)=0, for the partition 8"

is a refinement of 8'. Hence K y (U*>„0 Ek) ^ 0 ; for, otherwise, we should

have, for each «GTV, 0<d(T?j") =«n^2c7(£„+i) ^2d'(/„+i) and this is clearly

impossible since d(Jn)—>0.

Let «i be the smallest n for which KyEnJi0. Then on the one hand,

KyEn = 0, for »= 1, 2, • • • , «i —1, so that

(5.3) d(Ky.) = 6ni_i;

and on the other hand, «i>w0, which implies, by definition of x, that x does

not belong to J%v Thus, we find that there are both some points outside 7j,

and some points belonging to £„,C7n„ which are contained in Ky>. There-

fore,
d(Ky.) à 2d(Jni) è 2¿(£B1) > eni_i,

in contradiction to (5.3). Thus, p(B) =0, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 5.1. (Sa, Aa') satisfies the Vitali condition V0for every subdirected

set Aa' of Aa.

Proof. Let (Ks, Aa') be a fine covering of a set A, fi(A) < », and €>0.

Let So G A« . Then there exists a bounded Sa0-set 7 such that

(5.4) p(A - I) < e/2.

Then (IKs; 8 = 80, 8EAJ) is a fine covering of the set IA. By Lemma 5.3,

there exists a disjoint sequence IKS„ such that 8„^8o, 8„GAa' and

(5.5) p(lA-U IKsn\ = 0.

Since JE(U"_! AIKsJ = Y¿-i ß(AIKln) [5, p. 46], there exists feGTV such that

(5.6) D p(AIKsn)< e/2.
n>k

Let Li = IKii, 4=1, 2, • • • , k, then L.CTC^, LiEFs¡, 7,,'s are disjoint, and
p(A — Uf=1 Li) <e. The proof is complete.
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Theorem 5.2. Let (x¡, %s, A«) 6e a martingale such that, for every bo-interval

A and every subset A' = (8„, N) of Aa with 80áSi^82^ • ■ • ,

(5.7) sup  j   | xj |   < co.
íeA' J a

Then lim3SAa xJ = x00(a) exists (may be ± oo) a.e. and

Xoo(a) = lim* xj o.e.
seA„

Proof. The existence of xx(a) follows from Theorems 3.7, 4.2, and 5.1.

By Corollary 4.2, xx(a) =lim*sAa xj a.e.

Let/ be a real valued, finitely additive interval function of bounded varia-

tion in W (cf. [13, p. 61]). For 8£A, define

(5.8) xs(w) = f(ll)/p(ll) for wQll, k = 1, 2, • • • .

Then (xj, %s,A) isao-summable martingale and supjsJo, sea/a^jI =K(A) < co

for every fixed 80-interval A. Therefore, for each a>0, limJeA0 x¡ = xx,(a)

exists a.e. and xx(a) =lim*eA<< xs a.e. By Lemma 5.2,

(5.9) f |xw(a)|   ÛK(A) < ».
Ja

Definition 5.1. Given an interval function /, we call the ordinary upper

(or lower) Dini derivate of /at w, denoted by Df(w) (or Df(w)), the supremum

(or infimum) of the number z such that there exists a regular sequence of inter-

vals In" containing w as the northeastern vertex and tending to w such that

llmn-.oof(I„n)/p(I„") =2. If Df(w) = D(w), the common value will be denoted

by Df(w). If, further, Df(w) is finite, / is said to be derivable in the ordinary

Dini's sense at w (northeastern).

Theorem 5.3 (Lebesgue). If f is o real valued, finitely additive interval

function of bounded variation, then its ordinary derivative f exists a.e. andf is

summable in any bounded interval.

Proof. Let D<J(w) =lim sup f(P)/p(P) and Dj(w) = lim inf f(P)/p(P),
where S£Aa, Is is a 8-interval and w is the southeastern vertex of P. Let us

suppose, if possible, that fi{Df>Df} >0. Then there exists |3>0 such that

p{Dßf>Dßf}>0, since

(5.10) DJ Î Df   and    Daf | Df a.e.

Clearly we have

lim sup xs ^ Dßf 2: Dßf = lim inf xj a.e.
äeAp SeAp
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Since livciseAß xs exists a.e., fi{Dßf> Dßf] =0 and then Df=Df a.e. By (5.9)

again,

(5.11) Df = Daf = lim xs for every a > 0.
J€Ao

Similarly (5.10) holds for the other 2P—1 Dini derivatives. Therefore,

(5.12) /' = lim xs = xx(a) a.e. for every a > 0,

»6Aa

and by (5.9) /a|/'| < °° for any bounded interval A.

Now let x be a o-summable point function on every %s and for each parti-

tion 8, define

f(il) = f x,     îles, k = 1, 2, • • •.

Then/ is an additive interval function of bounded variation, and (x¡, §{, A)

is a martingale, closed by x on the right. By Theorem 5.3,/' exists a.e. and is

summable on every bounded interval. By Lemma 5.1, for every bounded

interval A,

//' = lim   j  xs — I  x.
a J6A„ Ja        Ja

Therefore, f' = x a.e. Thus we have

Theorem 5.4. An indefinite integral of a a-summable function x on every %}

is differentiable in the ordinary sense a.e., and its ordinary derivative is equal to

x a.e.

6. Regular martingale. In the following sections, £ will be a subset of the

rational numbers, and we will restrict ourselves to the discussion of the semi-

martingales (xr, u>, £) only.

Definition 6.1. A semi-martingale (xr, gr, £) is said to be regular, if for

every sampling process (s\, A), (x*, A) is a semi-martingale; to be quasi-

regular, if for every sampling variable s, x* is o-integrable and E(x*\%r)

é£*t a.e. in {s^r}. A regular semi-martingale (xr, %r, £) is said to be sum-

mable, if (x*, A) is summable for every sampling process (sx, A). If both

(xr, %r, £) and ( —xr, %r, R) are regular, quasi-regular, or summable regular

semi-martingales, then (xr, %r, R) is said to be a regular, quasi-regular, or

summable regular martingale respectively.

There are martingales which are regular semi-martingales, but not regular

martingales. For example, let IF=(0, l], p = the Lebesgue measure on W,

and 5 = the class of Lebesgue measurable sets. For each nQN, define xn(w)

= -2" for w£(0, 2-"] and = 0 otherwise; and let g„ = (S>[(0, 2~h], k^n]. Then
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(x„, Sn, TV) is a martingale, which is a regular semi-martingale by Theorem

3.3. Define a sampling variable s by s(w)=n for wE(0, 2~n+1] — (0, 2_n],

«=1,2, • • • . Then x, = 0. Since s^l and £(xs) =0>£(xi), (x„, Sn, TV) is not

a regular martingale.

The quasi-regularity defined above has been called "regularity" by Snell

[14], In the following we will prove the quasi-regularity is equivalent to the

regularity. Thus the regularity defined above is essentially the same as Snell's.

Theorem 6.1. Let (xr, Sr, R) be a semi-martingale. Then it is quasi-regular

if, and only if, for sampling variable s of (Sr, R), (x* = xmin(,,r), Sr, T?) 4S a closed

semi-martingale by adding x* = x, as the last element.

Proof. Let (x*, Sr, R) be a closed semi-martingale; then £(x*| FT) ̂ x* a.e.

Hence, X(«sr)£(x*| Sr) ^Xf.ir)X* = XLar¡xmin(,,r)=xr a.e. It follows that

(xr, Sr, T?) is quasi-regular. To prove the converse, let/=x<»<r). For r'>r. we

have

(6.1) /£(**. | Sr) = £(/x* | Sr) = £(/xt|Sr) = fl a.e.

Since min(s, r') is a sampling variable of (Sr, R), by the quasi-regularity, we

get

(6.2) (1 - /)£(x* | Sr) à (1 - f)Xr = (1 - f)x* a.e.

Adding (6.1) and (6.2), we have £(x*| Sr)^x* a.e. Therefore, (x*, Sr, 7?) is

a semi-martingale. Now

fE(x | Sr) = E(fx | Sr) = £(/x* | Sr) = fx* a.e.

and

(1 -f)E(x*\ Sr) à (1 -f)xr = (1 -f)x* a.e.

Hence, £(x*| Sr) èx* a.e., and the proof is complete.

When 7\ = 7V*, we have the slightly better result as follows,

Theorem 6.2. Let (x„, Sn, TV*) be a semi-martingale, and s be a sampling

variable of (S„, TV*). Then £(x,|Sn)^x„ d.e. 7« {sS;«}, if, and only if,

(x*, S»> TV*) is a closed semi-martingale by adding x* ds the last element.

Proof. The "if" part follows immediately from the previous proof. To

prove the "only if" part, we need to check the cr-integrability of the x*'s

and to find something to replace (6.2). For «' =n, let FGSn' such that both

x„ and x, are integrable in V. (a) If /yx+<», Jvxt+ = fvUin)Xn+fvu<n)xt

=jVx,+ <», for the fact that £(x,|Sn)^x„ a.e. in {s^w} implies that

£(x+| Sn) ̂ x+ a.e. in {s^re}, by Corollary 3.2. (b) If
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rx+ < c», cx*+ = c  x + r *+ = r  *.++z f  */
•/F «/V «/ V(,in) J V(.<n} »/ F(»£n) y<n«/F(f-.y)

á    f X+ +  23   f *»+

XX„+ <   oo .

F

(c)  If both fvx~ < co and frxn < °°, then

/Xn*~ =| x¿" + | xr á I  xr + I  xr < oo.
F J F(«ïn) «J F(o<n) J F J V

Hence, x* is o-integrable on every %n', n' ^ra. Therefore, x* is c-integrable

on every gn-, n'QN*. To replace (6.2), let /' = xi«~»), and /"=X1«>«1- Then

,*. ,v        (/' + /")£(**+i i S») = £(/'^ + /"*"+* I 5») = /'*» + /"*»
(6.2) *

= (/'+/"K a.e.

Thus £(x*+1| g„) 2ïx* a.e., since/£(x*+1| «=„) =/x* a.e. as proved in (6.1) be-

fore.

Theorem 6.3. A semi-martingale (xr, o>> £) ¿s quasi-regular, if, and only

if it is regular.

Proof. Let (xr, gr, £) be a semi-martingale and s be a sampling variable

of (o>, £)■ For r^r' define Sr = r, and define s00 = max(s, r'). Let £' = (/: /££

and t^r', or /= oo), and /=X(«sr'i- Then (sr, £) is a sampling process of

(%r, £). If (xr, gr, £) is regular,

/£(x* | g,,) = £(/x* | fc) = £(/x. | fa) = E(fx, | &.)

= /£(xt | %r>) ^ /x*  = fxr' a.e.

Therefore (xr, §,, £) is quasi-regular. To prove the converse, let (xr, gr, £)

be quasi-regular and (sx, A) be a sampling process of (Sir, £). It suffices to prove

that, for an §*-set F, in which x* is integrable, and X<X' we have

(6.3) (x*^f
J y J \

*
X\>.

V

If [/= V{sx = r}, UQ$r by Corollary 3.1. Hence /c/X*, = /r/£(x*.gr) ^fvxT

= Jux*. Therefore, (6.3) is true. Hence, (x*, %*, A) is a semi-martingale.

Corollary 6.1. If (xr, %r, £) is a regular semi-martingale, then (x*, gx, A)

is a semi-martingale for every sampling process (sx<, A) of (gr, £)•
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Proof. Let (xr, Sr, T?) be a regular semi-martingale; then it is quasi-

regular, by Theorem 6.3. Therefore, by the last line of the previous proof, we

have that (x*, Sx, A) is a semi-martingale.

Theorem 6.4. Let (xr, Sr, T?) be a semi-martingale such that

(6.4) lim sup   J       x,+ < »    and    lim inf   J       xf = 0,
r        J (*>r) r        J {,>,)

for every sampling variable s. (i) If £(x,t) < » for each rER, then (xr, Sr, T?)

is regular and E(xf) <<x> for every s. (ii) If R = N and E(x„) < » for each «G7V,

then (x„, Sn, TV) 4S regular and E(x~) < ». Conversely, let (x„ Sr, R) be a regular

semi-martingale and E(xf) < » for every sampling variable s, then

(6.5) lim  f
r     J I

c+ = 0.
(«>r|

Proof. If (6.4) is satisfied and £(xr+) < » for each r, then £(x+) < » for

every sampling variable s of (Sr, T?) by Lemma 3.1, and (xr, Sr, T?) is regular

by Theorem 3.3. If R = N, E(x*) < » for each «GTV, and (6.4) is satisfied,

then £(x,~) < » for every sampling variable s of (Sn, TV) by Lemma 3.2, and

(x„, Sn, TV) is regular by Theorem 3.3 again. To prove the last part, let s be

a sampling variable of (Sr, 7?)- Then £(x?/| Sr) ^x* a.e. in {s^r} by Theorem

6.3. Therefore

lim  j       x+ ^ lim   I       x,+ = 0.
r     J («>r) r     J (,>rJ

7. Set functions. Let ® be an algebra of S-sets and T17(®) be the class of

all real-valued, bounded, finitely additive set functions on ©. The subset of

7l7(@) consisting of non-negative functions will be denoted by 7kf+(®). A set

function/G 717+(©) is said to be purely finitely additive, if zero is the only

countably additive, bounded set function g such that Ogggf. A set function

/GT17(®) is said to be purely finitely additive, if both its positive part/+ and

negative part /~ are purely finitely additive, where

f+(V) = sup{/({7): U EV,U E®} for F G ® and /- = (-/)+.

Yosida and Hewitt [15] proved that, for every /GM(®), there exists a

unique decomposition

(7.1) f = fv+fc

where fp is purely finitely additive and /„ is countably additive. If ® is a

cr-algebra, then fc can be further uniquely written as

(7.2) /.-/.+/.,
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where/, and/„ are respectively the singular and absolutely continuous parts

(relative to p) of /.

Let ®iC®2C®3C • • ■ be a sequence of cr-algebras of S-sets, and ® be

the smallest <r-algebra containing U^i ®„. For/GTl7(U„°_i ®„), the restriction

of / to ®„ is denoted by /„. We also denote the purely finitely additive, the

singular, and the absolutely continuous parts of/„ respectively by/„p,/„„ and

/no- If/, and/a are the singular and the absolutely continuous parts of the ex-

tension of /c to ®, the restrictions of /, and /„ to U»"_i ®„ are respectively de-

noted by/, and/,,: Let x and x„ be the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of /„ and

/„„. Andersen and Jessen [l] proved that lim x„ = x a.e., if/p = 0. Theorem 7.1

will extend their theorem to the general case.

Lemma 7.1. 7ei/GTl7+(U"_i ®„) andf=fp. Then lim x„ = 0 a.e.

Proof. Clearly, (—x„, ®„, TV) is a semi-martingale and £(x„) gf(W). By

Corollary 4.3, lim x„ = x„ exists a.e. Let VEdn-i ®n- Since fP(V)=f(V)

^lim fyxn, fp(V) ^ fvxx, by Fatou's theorem. By the definition of purely

finite additivity, /yxM = 0 for every FGU»",.,. ®„. Since ® = (B(U"-i ®„) and

x„ is ©-measurable, xM = 0 a.e.

Theorem 7.1. Let /G717(U"_! ©„). Then lim x„ = x a.e.

Proof. We may assume that/GTl7+(U^Li ®„). Let/' =fc and x„' and xcn be

respectively the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the absolutely continuous

parts of the restrictions of/' and/c to ®„. Then x„' =x„ — xm and lim xl =0 by

Lemma 7.1, since /' is purely finitely additive. By Andersen and Jessen's

theorem, lim xc„ = x a.e. Therefore lim x„ = x a.e.

Let (x„, Sn, TV) by a semi-martingale and sup„ £(| x„| ) < ». Define

(7.3) /(F) = lim  f Xn   for   F G G Sn-
»    J v i

Then/GM(UrSn).

Theorem 7.2. If (x„, Sn, TV) is a martingale and sup„ £(|x„|) < » then f

is completely additive if, and only if, (x„, Sn, TV) is regular.

Proof. Let (x„, Sn, TV) be regular and F„ be a sequence of disjoint sets

such that
00

F„ G Sn, U   Vn =   F G Sno   Í™ SOHie «0.
1

Define a sampling variable s by

\s = „} = Vn for « < «o   and    {s = no} = (W - V) W Û F„.

Then for 7V>m0
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/(F) - £/(F„) = / Ü Vn) =  f... „xs =  f x„ =  r       x,.
1 \n+l        / ^ Un+, K„ «/ (t>2V) «M.>JV)

Therefore

lim /W  -   2Zf(Vn)
1

^ lim   j | x, |   = 0,

by Theorems 6.2 and 3.7. To prove the converse, let/ be completely additive

and s a sampling variable. For fixed ra, put

F = {£(x, | %n) <xn,s^ w}    and    Vk = V- {s = k\    for A ̂  ra.

Then   F£g„,  F*£fo  and   F=U„" Ft.   Therefore   23»"/(^) =/(F)=/Fx„

^/Fx,= z;/^=z»"/(n).

/x„ =   J   X,.
V J V

Hence

m(F) = 0.

Similarly, we can prove that ri{£(x,| %n)>xn, s^ra} =0. Thus (xn, %n,N) is

quasi-regular. By Theorem 6.3 (x„, g„, 2V) is regular.

Theorem 7.3. Suppose that (x„, Sn,A0 6e o semi-martingale and that

sup„ £(| x„| ) < oo. If f is completely additive, then (xn, %n, N) is regular. Con-

versely, if (xn, %n, N) is regular and if

(7.4) lim   f     xñ = 0
»      J L>n)

/or every sampling variable s, then f is completely additive.

Proof. Put x„' =x„— 23" dy where ¿i = 0 and <fy = £(x,| %¡-i) — x,_i for/> 1.
Then d,=0 and (xñ, %n, N) is a summable martingale [4, p. 297]. Hence

£(xn') = E(x{) = E(xi),

that is,

£(x„) =£(xi) + 23£(áy).
i

Therefore

n

23 £(dy) < °°  and  sup £( | x„' | ) < oo.
i »

For F£U1" 5,, put
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/'(F) = lim   f x„'    and   g(V) = lim   f ¿ d'y.
n     J y n     J v    1

Then g is completely additive. Suppose that/ be completely additive, then/'

is completely additive. By Theorem 7.2, (x„', Sn, TV) is a regular martingale.

Hence (x„, SnTV) is a regular semi-martingale. Conversely, let (x„, Sn, TV)

be regular and s be a sampling variable. Then

lim   j       x„'f ^ lim x^1" = 0.
n     7 {,>„) n     J (,>„)

lim   |       x¿~ — lim (I       x„~ + 2 «¿V 1 = 0.
»     7 (,>„) n     \J (,>„) i        /

Therefore [4, p. 302] (x„', Sn, TV) is a regular martingale. By Theorem 7.2,

/' is completely additive. Therefore / is completely additive.

The condition (7.4) is necessary in the following sense: there exist regular

semi-martingales (x„, Sn, TV) such that sup„ £(| x„| ) < », but/ are not com-

pletely additive. In fact, the example in §6 is one of them.

In concluding this section, let W be space of all real-valued sequences,

(x„, TV) the sequence of coordinate variables, and Sn = ®(xi, • • • , x„). Then

Moy [12], see also [10, p. 94] proves that if (x„, Sn, p) is a martingale then

the necessary and sufficient condition for / to be completely additive is

sup„ £(| x„| ) < ». Thus by Theorem 7.2 we have:

Theorem 7.4. Suppose that (x„, TV) be the sequence of coordinate variables of

the space W of all real-valued sequences, $n = (&(xi, • • • , x„), and (x„, Sn, TV)

be a martingale. If sup„ £(| x„| ) < » , then (x„, SnTV) is regular.
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